Identifying the sentiment orientation and strength of a sentence or phrase is one of the crucial issues in opinion mining. A dictionary approach to this problem is to use the sentiment orientations and strengths for the words included in a given document unit. This paper proposes a novel method for estimating the sentiment strength of a word using similarities between a target sentiment word and sentiment words in dictionary. To calculate the word similarity, we introduce the notions of relative similarity and adjusted similarity. The experimental results from the analysis of Facebook text data demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of the root-mean-square-error.
Introduction
Sentiment analysis aims to recognise and extract subjective information from text data by means of natural language processing and text mining technologies (Liu, 2012) . Identifying the sentiment orientation and strength of a sentence or phrase is one of the crucial issues in sentiment analysis. A dictionary approach to this problem is to use the sentiment orientations and strengths for the words included in a given document unit.
The sentiment orientation inference study determines whether the sentiment implied by the sentiment word is positive or negative, whereas the sentiment strength estimation study focuses on automatically extracts the degree of positivity/negativity. Although the sentiment strength estimation study can analyse sentiments more precisely than the sentiment orientation inference study, fewer studies on sentiment strength estimation have been conducted than on sentiment orientation inference.
In Park and Min (2005) , four sentiment strengths of prototypicality, familiarity, pleasure-displeasure, and activation with regard to Korean sentiment words were obtained via a survey. However, since these sentiment strengths were obtained only for a limited number of words, the sentiment of newly created words or slangs, which are continuously created to be used as sentiment expression factors in online communities such as SNS or blogs, could not be analysed. Thus, the technology that can automatically estimate the sentiment strength of such newly created words is required.
In this paper, we propose a method that can automatically estimate the sentiment strengths of newly created words using similarities between a target sentiment word and sentiment words in dictionary. To estimate the sentiment strength more accurately, we introduce the notions of relative similarity and adjusted similarity. In addition, the proposed method removes antonyms of newly created sentiment words from the top k seed sentiment words having high similarity. The proposed method has several advantages in that it can be applied to any text corpus that contains sentiment words; in addition, the sentiment strength can be obtained regardless of the parts of speech where the words are found. This paper is organised as follows. Subsequent to the introduction in Section 1, relevant studies are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed method is explained, and the proposed method is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future studies are indicated in Section 5.
Related work

Sentiment orientation inference
Studies that have established a lexicon by inferring the sentiment orientation (positivity and negativity) of words include the method in Turney (2002) , and Turney and Littman (2003) that establishes initial seed words of positivity-negativity and uses the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between each seed word and other words; the method in Hu and Liu (2004) , Strapparava and Valitutti (2004) , and Esuli and Sebastiani (2005) that uses a relationship of synonyms and anonyms or example sentences found in WordNet (Miller, 1995) , which is a large lexical database for the English language; the method in Kamps et al. (2004) that uses a distance between words in terms of 'good' and 'bad' in WordNet; the method in Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) that uses conjunctions to infer sentiment orientation of adjectives; Brody and Diakopoulos (2011) found lengthening of words is associated with sentiment word in their study; the method in Song and Lee (2012) that estimates the semantic orientation of words by product domain using the rating scores found in product reviews; and the method in Yang et al. (2009) that assigns semantic orientation according to sentence context; the method in Kitsuregawa (2006, 2007) that uses HTML documents and its structure to build sentiment lexicon in web pages. However, these methods have a limitation in that they divide sentiment only into positivity or negativity.
Sentiment strength estimation
A study on estimating sentiment strength of a word should quantitatively represent the features of human sentiments, such as the degree of positivity or negativity and activation, thereby estimating an applicable scale. Related works are SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) , whose sentiment dictionary was developed based on WordNet for the English language, and Park and Min (2005) , which developed a sentiment dictionary with respect to several sentiment words in Korean through a survey.
WordNet, on which Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) is based, contains sentences called glosses that explain semantics with words. For example, the gloss for the word 'love' is 'a strong positive emotion of regard and affection'. Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) construct a term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vector of words contained in the glosses, thereby selecting each seed word for positive, negative, or non-emotional words. Then, four sets of training data are developed using the synonym set of the seed words. Following this, eight classifiers in total are created using two learning devices (support vector machine -SVM and Rocchio). The classifier classes are positivity, negativity, and non-emotion, and a score of 0.125 is assigned to the classification results, whereas the sentiment strength is estimated with positive and negative scores. However, this method has several problems because it might produce different results depending on the seed words selected and the number of classifiers; moreover, the method cannot verify the accuracy with which the sentiment strength of each word can be estimated.
In Park and Min (2005) , two emotional aspects of Korean emotional words, which are pleasure-displeasure and activation, were quantified on a scale of one to seven based on the dimensional theory of human emotion in order to construct a list of sentiment words for 434 Korean words. Table 1 displays some of the words in this list. This list is regarded as an outstanding research achievement in that the sentiment strength of words was calculated by collecting the practical opinion of people. However, given that the number of sentiment words is limited to 434 words, the sentiment degree of sentiment words such as 'fabulous', 'mediocre', 'panic', and 'extremely reckless', which do not belong to the list, cannot be identified. Hence, Park and Min (2005) does not indicate how to analyse slangs or newly created words used to express sentiments in recent times, and because the said study used a survey that targeted more than 100 persons, the method employed by Park and Min (2005) is difficult to perform in practice in order to find the degree of sentiments regarding newly created words. 
Proposed method
Research hypothesis and system architecture
The present study is based on the hypothesis that sentiment words with high similarity in a co-occurrence word vector would have similar sentiment strengths. Figure 1 shows a basic concept of this hypothesis. When the association vector between co-occurrence words is constructed and a similarity between sentiment words is calculated via the similarity between the vectors, the words 'happy' and 'love' have a high similarity, whereas the words 'happy' and 'tired' have a low similarity. According to Park and Min (2005) , the sentiment strength of the sentiment word 'happy' is 6.16 and that of 'love' is 6.09, thus showing similar sentiment strength values; on the other hand, the sentiment strength of the word 'tired' is 2.29, which is significantly different from that of 'happy'. Thus, our hypothesis is that the sentiment strength of newly created words can be estimated using the similarity between sentiment words in Park and Min (2005) . In this section, the method for automatically estimating the sentiment strength based on this hypothesis is explained. First, sentences (online content) from sources such as SNS, blogs, and news comments, in which the opinion or sentiments of people are expressed, are collected. Given that online content might have erroneous grammar, such as lack of proper indentation or slang use, a pre-processing step is required in order to remove unnecessary characters or to correct errors for accurate analysis. In addition, morphological analysis, the separation of sentences based on sentence-terminating endings or periods and the removal of stop words are performed in the pre-processing step. Once a feature selection process that extracts only those words from the pre-processed data that are useful for real analysis is complete, word similarity calculations between sentiment words and co-occurrence words are performed. Then, the sentiment strengths (pleasure-displeasure index -PDI) of words are finally estimated through similarity adjustment. The overall system architecture of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2 . In this study, a sentiment dictionary constructed by extracting seed words from the sentiment words listed in Park and Min (2005) is defined as the seed sentiment word dictionary, and sentiments words listed in the seed sentiment word dictionary are defined as seed sentiment words. In addition, sentiment words whose sentiment strengths will be estimated through the proposed method are defined as newly created sentiment words. In this study, the sentiment strength of a newly created sentiment word is estimated through the similarity with seed sentiment words.
Feature selection
In this study, feature words refer to words that comprise the association vector of sentiment words, and feature selection refers to the selection of feature words that are used meaningfully to estimate, in practical terms, the sentiment strength among the entire feature words. In order to test the hypothesis, i.e., 'sentiment words that have a high similarity of co-occurrence word vectors would have similar sentiment strengths', the following procedure is required.
1 an association vector is constructed as an association between sentiment words, and co-occurrence words in a single sentence are calculated 2 the similarity between sentiment words is calculated using the similarity between the association vectors.
Here, feature words that have only a single co-occurrence sentiment word are not used in the similarity calculation, but such feature words increase total operation. In this study, an optimum number of feature words is determined and used through the experiments.
Automatic estimation of sentiment strength using similarity between sentiment words
The method proposed in Baik et al. (2009) is used to calculate the association between co-occurred words and sentiment words in the same sentence as well as to calculate the similarity between sentiment words. In Baik et al. (2009) , a PMI is used to extract the association between co-occurred words in a sentence. As proposed in Baik et al. (2009) , the PMI is used in this study to extract the association between sentiment word and co-occurrence word, and it is calculated using the equation
In equation (1), P(a) is the probability that the sentiment word a occurs in the same sentence, P(w) is the probability that the co-occurrence word w occurs in the same sentence, and P(a, w) is the probability that a and w occur in the same sentence at the same time. Thus, equation (1) finds the association using a ratio of the independently occurred probabilities of two words to the probability of co-occurrence of two words. The larger the PMI, the higher is the association between the two words. Table 2 displays three seed sentiment words that have the highest PMI values with regard to a specific word. Once the PMI values of a sentiment word with co-occurred feature words are calculated, the sentiment word is represented as the PMI vector using the calculated values. With respect to a sentiment word a and the feature word set {x, y, z, …}, a PMI vector a of a can be represented as follows:
Using such vectors, the similarity between sentiment words is calculated utilising the cosine similarity (Han et al., 2011) . Equation (2) Table 3 displays an example of the similarity between sentiment words, indicating the top seven seed sentiment words and their similarity values with respect to four sentiment words, including 'delightful' and 'stuffy'. The value enclosed in parentheses to the right of the sentiment word indicates the sentiment strength.
Once the similarity between sentiment words is calculated, seed sentiment words with a high similarity with respect to newly created sentiment words are sorted in descending order of high similarity. Subsequently, the sentiment strength of the newly created sentiment word is estimated using sentiment strengths of the high seed sentiment words.
In this section, two methods are proposed to estimate the sentiment strength of newly created sentiment words. The first method is a k-nearest sentiment word (kNSW) method, in which the sentiment strength of a newly created word a uses an average of the top seed sentiment words with high similarity to a. The second method is a weighted_kNSW method, in which a sentiment strength is estimated by applying a weight according to a degree of similarity. Equation (3) is the calculation equation of the kNSW.
where PDI is the sentiment strength; ( ) kNSW k PDI a is the sentiment strength estimated using the kNSW, and PDI(s) is the sentiment strength of seed sentiment words according to the results of Park and Min (2005) . In the kNSW method, which estimates the sentiment strength of the newly created word a using an average of sentiment strengths of top k seed sentiment words of high similarity with a, the same weight is applied to the top k seed sentiment words. Equation (4) shows a calculation of the weighted_kNSW used to estimate a sentiment strength more accurately than kNSW by applying a higher weight to a sentiment word with higher similarity.
where _ ( ) weighted kNSW k PDI a is the sentiment strength of the newly created sentiment word a using weighted_kNSW and similarity(a, s) is the similarity between a newly created word a and the top k seed sentiment words s with high similarity. Finally, a higher weight is applied to a word with higher similarity than a word with lower similarity, thereby influencing more the calculated estimation.
Sentiment strength adjustment
In this section, a relative similarity application method and an antonym processing method are proposed as compensation methods to estimate sentiment strengths more accurately.
Relative similarity
In Section 3.3, similarity was calculated using only the cosine similarity between PMI vectors. This is an absolute similarity score in which the relative similarity concept is not included. For example, given that there are sentiment words a, b, and c with PMI vectors of , , a b and , c if the similarity between a and b is higher than the similarity between a and c in a sentiment strength estimation of a that uses weighted_kNSW, a greater weight is applied to b than to c. However, if the similarity between b and a is lower than the similarity between b and other sentiment words, the relative similarity between b and a is considered lower, despite a higher absolute similarity. On the other hand, for c, if the similarity between c and a is higher than the similarity between c and other sentiment words, the absolute similarity between c and a is lower, but the relative similarity is considered higher.
Assuming that the sentiment strength can be estimated more accurately when relative similarity is considered, Adjusted_kNSW, the similarity calibration method that considers relative similarity, is additionally proposed in this study. Relative similarity uses the difference between the existing similarity (cosine similarity) and the average similarity of existing sentiment words. Given that a is the newly created sentiment word and S = {s 1 , s 2 , …, s n }is a set of seed sentiment words s i , relative_similaryt(a, s) between a and s is calculated by equation (5). 
An estimation equation of the sentiment strength using relative similarity is shown in equation (6) Table 4 displays an example of the similarity adjustment in which the similarity between the sentiment word 'regrettable' and seed sentiment words is adjusted using relative similarity. 
Antonym removal
Although contradictory with the hypothesis of this study, the newly created word a might have a higher similarity with the antonym of a. If a list of the top k sentiment words with high similarity with a includes the antonym of a, such a list would lead to the estimation of a sentiment strength that is considerably different from the practical value. To prevent such errors, an adjusted_kNSW_Antonym_Removed (adjusted_kNSW_AR) method is additionally proposed, in which antonyms are removed from a list of the top k sentiment words with high similarity with a. If m (m ≤ k) antonyms of a are included in a list of the top k seed sentiment words with high similarity, those antonyms are removed from the list in order to calculate a pleasure-displeasure word that uses only (k -m) seed sentiment words. If all k seed sentiment words are antonyms, an estimation value is produced using the mean (3.361) of the sentiment strengths in the sentiment dictionary developed in Park and Min (2005) . Given that S = {s 1 , s 2 , …, s n } is a set of seed sentiment words, and the set of antonyms of a is M(a), an equation for the adjusted_kNSW_AR is found in equation (7) 
Experiments
Dataset for experiment
In this study, a feed corpus (a unit of Facebook text) was used as experiment data. These data were obtained from 737 users from December 2006 to December 2012. The total number of feeds was 178,404; 435,079 sentences obtained via the pre-processing procedure were used for the experiment in this study. EspressoK-Tagger (Hong and Cha, 2008) was used to analyse the morphology of the experiment data.
Antonym dictionary construction for adjusted_kNSW_AR
For the adjusted_kNSW_AR experiment, the antonym dictionary provided by the Korean Thesaurus Dictionary (Kim, 2010) was used. Table 6 displays an example of the antonym dictionary in Kim (2010) . In Table 6 , the seed sentiment word 'painful' has the direct antonyms 'delightful' and 'glad', which are called 'first antonyms.' Subsequently, the word 'delightful' has synonyms such as 'gloating', 'happy', and 'fun', and these are called 'second antonyms' because they are synonyms of the direct antonyms of the seed sentiment word. For this experiment, we considered a maximum level of second antonyms as the same antonyms in order to establish the antonym dictionary.
Evaluation methods and measurements
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) evaluation methods used for the sentiment words of Park and Min (2005) were performed using leave-one-out cross validation in order to evaluate the performance of this study. For example, once the similarity of the word 'good' with other words, excluding 'good', is calculated, the estimated sentiment strength is obtained in order to estimate the sentiment strength of 'good'.
Feature selection results
The feature selection criterion in this study is 'feature word co-occurred with at least q sentiment words'; thus, an experiment was conducted to find the optimum q value. Given that the q values in the experiment data range from 1 to 236, an experiment that uses weighted_kNSW was conducted with feature words that co-occurred with at least one sentiment word to a maximum of 236 sentiment words. The RMSE was used as a measure of the performance evaluation. Given that it is inefficient to conduct the weighted_kNSW experiment on all k values (the number of seed sentiment words used to estimate the sentiment strength for the newly created word), the RMSE was measured by setting k = 7 as the representative value. Figure 3 shows the RMSE when using feature words co-occurred with more than q sentiment words. The x-axis represents the q value, and the y-axis represents the RMSE. The experiment results indicate that the best performance was observed when 8,290 words that were co-occurred with more than three sentiment words were used as the feature words. Thus, all the experiments described in subsequent sections use these feature words. The number of sentiment words found in the experiment data was 371 out of the 434 sentiment words constructed in Park and Min (2005) . Among them, 368 sentiment words were used in this experiment because they co-occurred with the words in the feature word list after the feature selection.
Performance evaluation of proposed method
This section describes the experiments and evaluation results of the proposed methods, including kNSW, weighted_kNSW, adjusted_kNSW, and adjusted_kNSW_AR.
The RMSE and MAE evaluation are performed on each method according to a change in the k value, which is incremented by one from 1 to 20. The maximum k value was restricted to 20 because RMSE and MAE values are unlikely to change, and performance decreases when the k value exceeds a certain number.
To evaluate all the proposed methods, the performance evaluation of the adjusted_kNSW and the adjusted_kNSW_AR should be conducted first according to changes in the average similarity by sentiment word. This is because the result values of the adjusted_kNSW and the adjusted_kNSW_AR vary depending on changes in the average similarity by sentiment word.
For the adjusted_kNSW and the adjusted_kNSW_AR, the average similarity of the i th sentiment words that have high similarity with one seed sentiment word was set to the average similarity of the seed sentiment word, thereby performing experiments by changing the i value. Here, the i value was incremented by 10 from 10 to 100 in the experiment, in addition to performing experiments to calculate the similarity average using all sentiment words (all). Because the i value changed, the k value also changed. Figure 4 shows the performance change according to changes in the i and k values in the adjusted_kNSW; Figure 5 shows the performance change according to changes in the i and k values in the adjusted_kNSW_AR. In the RMSE evaluation, the adjusted_kNSW displays the best performance when k = 7 and i = all; the adjusted_kNSW_AR also demonstrates the best performance when k = 7 and i = all. In the MAE, both the adjusted_kNSW and the adjusted_kNSW_AR display the best performance when k = 6 and i = 30. For the next step, the performance evaluation of all the proposed methods was conducted. Here, i = all was set in the RMSE evaluation, whereas i = 30 was set in the MAE evaluation for the experiments with the adjusted_kNSW and the adjusted_kNSW_AR. Figure 6 shows graphs of the performance evaluation results of the proposed method. Table 7 displays the RMSE values of the proposed method according to k values, whereas Table 8 displays the MAE values of the proposed method according to k values. In Figure 6 (a), result values for k = 1 and k = 2 cannot be found. This is because the y-axis was limited to a range from 1.15 to 1.25 to clearly distinguish the results of all the proposed methods that show a small difference in results after k = 3. The results at k = 1 and k = 2 can be found in Table 7 , although they are not displayed in the graph. In Tables 9 and 10 , the figures in bold font indicate the results of the best performance by method. The RMSE and MAE evaluation results confirmed that the performance of weighted_kNSW demonstrated better results than that of kNSW in all k values, with the exception of k = 1 and k = 2; this indicates that the application of weight according to similarity leads to performance improvements. In addition, at k = 3, the adjusted_kNSW demonstrated better performance than the weighted_kNSW, whereas the adjusted_kNSW_AR revealed better results than the adjusted_kNSW; this proves that the application of relative similarity and antonym processing enhances performance. From the MAE evaluation results, it was found that the adjusted_kNSW calibrates continuously increasing MAE values after k = 6.
In addition, a normalised similarity experiment was performed using the z-score with standard deviation and mean absolute deviation, which are concepts similar to relative similarity; however, the performance of said score was found to be inferior to that of the adjusted_kNSW.
Performance comparison in different experiments
In the last step of the evaluation, a comparison with existing methods of estimating sentiment strengths was performed. The methods compared were the mean, kNSW, weighted_kNSW, adjusted_kNSW, adjusted_kNSW_AR, SWN1, and SWN2. Table 9 lists a description of all the methods compared in this experiment. (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) . For the comparison experiment with SentiWordNet, every sentiment word in Korean should be mapped with corresponding English words. To this end, the dictionary from the 21st Century Sejong Project (2007) was used. In SentiWordNet, the PosScore, which represents the degree of positivity, and the NegScore, which represents the degree of negativity, are indicated with a value between zero and one. In SWN1, the degree of the word sentiment is defined as (PosScoreNegScore); the same degree was determined in SWN2 by comparing the absolute values of the PosScore and the NegScore and choosing the greater value. Given that the calculated sentiment strength range (one to seven) and the range of SentiWordNet (zero to one) are different, Min-Max normalisation was used for consistency. The experiment results of the final comparison are shown in Figure 7 .
The experiment results verify that the proposed methods exhibit the best performance when compared with existing methods in both the RMSE and MAE evaluations. Among the proposed methods, the adjusted_kNSW_AR showed the highest performance. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed a method to estimate automatically the sentiment strength of a newly created word by extracting the similarity between sentiment words using the association vector.
The advantages of the proposed method are:
1 this method can be applied to any text corpus, including sentiment words, if a partial list of sentiment words is obtained 2 the method can estimate the sentiment strength notwithstanding the parts of speech where the word is found 3 the method can extend the dictionary of sentiment strength to accommodate newly created words or slangs that are not found in the dictionary.
Recently, individuals tend to express their emotions using newly created words or slangs in various online forums where language destruction is frequently observed. In this regard, the sentiment strengths of these words are expected to be obtained using the method proposed in this paper. The differentiations of the proposed method with previous research are:
1 once the similarity between sentiment words is calculated using the association vector of words that co-occur in the same sentence, the sentiment strength is estimated automatically 2 both absolute similarity and relative similarity were used 3 a method was used for removing antonyms of newly created sentiment words from the top k seed sentiment words with high similarity.
A comparison experiment with existing methods (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) was performed in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. Given that (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) was conducted in an English-speaking country, the comparison experiment was conducted after translating the English text into Korean using 'the 21st Century Sejong Dictionary'. The experiment results confirmed that the proposed methods showed a better performance than (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) . However, the proposed method has a limitation in that it tends to estimate the sentiment strength to be near the median value (four) rather than the end values (one and seven) because the method uses the sentiment strength of the k th seed sentiment words. As such, it is required to conduct further studies to overcome the limitation of the proposed method, as well as studies to estimate automatically other sentiment strengths.
